THE CAPTIVATING XL3
The Dreamoc XL3 is a large mixed reality display which makes it an ideal solution for bigger spaces such as retail focal points, hotel lobbies or office
reception areas. It is perfect for larger areas where you want to make a big impression on passers-by and have them stop and pay attention to your brand
and product.
It is also a great solution for bigger events like fairs and trade shows, and because of its three visible sides it allows a rather large audience to get a look at
the magic inside.

SIMPLE TO MANAGE
Impressive as the XL3 is, it is as easily operated as any other of our solutions. Just plug it in and you are instantly ready to dazzle your audience
with mixed reality experiences. One side of the glass optics serves as an
access point to easily exchange the physical product inside the display,
and the holographic content is managed from a discreet opening at the
top, holding a standard USB-device. The Dreamoc XL3 is designed to
make a grand impression on your audience, and placing your product
inside with stunning holographic content encircling it guarantees to grab
everyone’s attention. with your product encircled by stunning holographic content is guaranteed to grab anyone’s attention.

ADAPTABLE AND VARYING
This display is big but also flexible when mounted on the stand fitted with
wheels, making it an easy task to move it around as you see fit. Perhaps
you want it placed in front of a store in a mall during the day, but need to
have it safe inside after hours, and moving it about like that is no big deal
with the XL3. The display’s multi-purpose stand is available in two different
varieties depending on your specific needs. The Basic stand has an open
and airy base creating a visually calm setting, and the Shelf Option on
stand comes with a back panel and a single shelf for displaying products,
pamphlets, or whatever you may want.

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES
See complete factsheet here
Interactive possibilities -Add interactivity to further
strengthen the experience, captivate the audience and
increase dwell-time.

Easy Access Door - Seamless and secure access to the

Built in audio - No need for external speakers – the audio is
built in to the display. Easily adjust the sound level with the
remote control.

displayed product from the side of the display.

Top-loading Panel - Change content at a glance from the
top of the display.

Crystallinetm Optics - New high-end glass optics that is very

Tough Skin - The wooden housing is protected by an ex-

durable and enables an even sharper image quality.

tremely durable coating to accommodate for everyday usage.
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